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AN INTER-DEPARTM ENTAL UNIVERSITY PAPER
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AFTbR CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

City of Washington
Is Meeting Place of
Montana U Students

MTS PLACE MAY
)E VOICE COYING
III AJUENESS

IFAME BROUGHT TO
| ALIA MATER THRU
| U. K OF 1895

“ The city of Washington is now the
melting pot of every nationality, every
trade and occupation in the United
States. Every kind o f a uniform that
is possible for the mind of man to
5 He Is Not Glorified Messiah i
Bioda Club Was Aunt o f Greek
make can be seen on the streets
jeading Men Out o f D iffi
Letter Sororities; Husbands
here. Even the women wear them,
culties.
Paid $5 to Treasurer.
and the children wear the regulation
army and navy uniforms with all the
JOUNCES HIS PO L IC IE S!
usual embellishments,” writes James |WOMEN GAIN DISTINCTIONS
Brown, a former law student in the
ce Bars Routine, But W i l l !
I Many Callings Represented in
University.
Give Course.
First Class at U.
“ Night before last I went down to
Washington’s largest restaurant to
By Sylvia Finlay.
The poke-bonnet aunt of the present
eat dinner—a place accommodating
[eretofore the dean of men in
Greek letter sororities on the campus
over 2,000 people at one time—I saw
ersitles has been hailed as a kind I
was the Bioda club of the days of
a seat way over in the center of the
lorified Messiah leading the men
I 1895. The Bioda club was started by
house and went and sat down. I
MAIN HALL, UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
te institutions out of the wilderabout eighteen or twenty young laheard
some
one
say,
‘Hello,
Jimmy
of difficulties, but henceforth i
I dies, most of whom matriculated in
Brown!’
I
looked
at
the
young
lady
e I am dean of men he is more CHILD W ELFARE HEAD
TREATMENT OF CAPTURED j
the University of Montana the first
next to me. It was Ethel Johnston, a
y to be a voice crying in the wilW IL L SPEAK TO WOMEN
POPULATIONS CONTRASTED Theta from the University. She is year o<. its birth, 23 years ago. The
ess of the difficulties,” said Dr.
organization of the club was simple
I. Jesse, Jr., head of the depart- To Sing National Airs at Opening and Germans Work Italian Non-combat working here in the Red Cross de —although its purpose may have be
partment
and
likes
her
work
very
t of chemistry and recently \ip' Closing of Vocational Week
ants While British Rule in Pal
come a bit obscured by the mists of
much. She told me many interest
ted dean of men of the UniverMeetings.
estine Lenient.
time—but the most remarkable phase
ing things that have happened in
in discussing his new office and
I of the club by-laws was the price it
At the woman vocational week, be
unctions.
At the suggestion of President Sis Missoula.
put on marriage. When one of the
“ Harold Jones is in town but I have
Ein any way the office leads men |ginning next Monday, Miss Margaret son The Kaimin is publishing a clip
j members married she was pledged to
ie promised land, I will be but the Hughes of the Child Welfare bureau ping taken from the Missoula Sentinel seen him only twice in two months. I have her husband pay $5 to the treas
Tinner of that Messiah who will |of Helena will speak to the women of of February 23, which shows the con I never have time to go way up in the urer of the club and after a certain
3 later for I have no intention of the university and of the town. Miss trast between the treatment exacted residence district to see him, and he I number of years the funds of the club
g a superman,” Dr. Jesse, shirt |Hughes will be here March 5 and 6. by the British and German armies is evidently in the same fix. Archie were to be divided among the unmarres rolled above his elbows, arms j The chamber of commerce luncheon upon the populace in captured terri Hoel left a short time after I got here |ried members. The only members of'
sd over the back of his chair on j for Dr. Anna Y. Reed, the principal tories. The story is cabled by the and I saw him but once. No one seems I the club who might receive their por:h he was seated straddle, smiled! speaker of the week, will be given Associated Press and is dated from to know where he is. He was under j tion of the funds today are Allie
strict orders not to divulge the place
Wednesday at 12 o’clock at the Flor London.
most human manner,
Woody and Fannie Robinson.
am here to do all that I can to I ence hotel instead of Tuesday, as was
"Contrasted with the German proc or date of his departure, or the place
During that first year of -University
of
his
arrival.
clear those difficulties which my first planned. A. L. Stone, president j lamation threatening
punishment
activity on the part of the state of
“All Washington has been enter
:e must contend with but I am j of the chamber of commerce, will pre upon the women and the children of
Montana many women enrolled who
here to have my office made the j side at the luncheon. Dr. Reed will Udine, Italy, if they failed to work tained this week by a flying unit from since that day have gained a percep
ping ground' for all the difficul-J speak to the members of the cham in the fields for 16 hours every day, the British Royal Flying Corps which tible degree of notoriety. Helen Mcwhich occur between students and j ber of commerce.
under German domination, the order has a camp at Potomac park. This I Cracken was not only the first womlty. Every time that a man gets i The Tuesday and Wednesday noon issued by the British commander to unit was sent over to educate the l an to matriculate, but the first stusllow slip I do not expect to call j hours will be devoted by Dr. Reed the people of Jerusalem after the cap American people to the value and ne I dent to do so. Today Miss McCrack
into my office and mediate be-! to the problems of the mercantile ture of that city, shows the different cessity of the aeroplane as an essen en is president of the Alumni asso
employees of town. It has not been manner in which the Entente and the tial part of our fighting forces. We
jn him and his instructor.
ciation, 1917-18, and the principal of
definitely decided just where she will Central powers wage war. The Brit have twq of their best fliers here, and
Court of Last Resort.
|the high school at Townseitd. Then
by that I mean aviators.
The per
talk to the ‘ employees, but it is I ish order reads:
The aim of the dean of men will
there is Gertrude Sloane, the second
thought that the chamber of com
“ It is my desire that every person formance was staged for the benefit student to enter the doors of the Uni
0 make the relations between the
of
President
Wilson
and
a
delegation
merce rooms will be utilized.
should pursue his lawful business |
ents and their instructors and adversity and the first Montana nurse
Tuesday night from 8:30 to 10:301 without fear of interruption. Further-1 from the army, and navy department.
rs most intimate and friendly. I
to sail overseas to do Red Cross
the Woman’s club will give a recep-1 more, since your city is regarded with Of course, the aviator wanted to do
;n the students and the instructservice on the reddened fields of
tion in honor of Dr. Reed at the Flor affection by three of the great reli his best and a little more.
cannot reach an agreement then
France. Amanda Loffness, the third
“As usual the papers got wind of
ence hotel. The Faculty Woman’s gions of mankind, and its soil has
advisors and the students must
student to enter the University in ’95,
club will meet at the home of Mrs. J. been consecrated by the prayers and the intended show and put an extra.
:pt a settlement. If this fails I,
is now secretary to C. H. McLeod of
E. Kirkwood, on University avenue, pilgrimages of the devout for many When the machine appeared about 2
lean of men, will see what I can
the Missoula Mercantile company of
Monday afternoon and Dr. Reed will centuries, therefore, be it known that I o’clock perhaps 20,000 people were
This may sound egotistical but i
this city.
be the guest of honor. Every after every sacred building monument, holy watching him from all parts of the
that I mean that I will use the
Josie Morton is another woman to
noon during the vocational week from spot, shrine, pious request or custom-1 city. Evidently he could see the
jment I have gained from dealing |
gain a certain amount of local fame.
4:45 to 5:15 the girls of the Mortar ary place of prayer will be main crowds, too, for he first flew close
1 numerous cases of the same naShe now is Mrs. W. E. Moore, the
board will serve tea in the Woman’s tained and protected according to the to the buildings in the city and up
i to settle the present difficulty.
wife of a Missoula attorney and is
annex. The last morning of the week, existing customs and beliefs of whose the main avenue, waving his hand
The dean of men will not take
|well known by her proficient singing
every now and then. Then he ascend
Saturday, it is thought will be de faiths they are sacred.’ ”
rge of all the routine matter usuI ability. One of the teachers in the
ed until the machine looked no larger
voted to a special meeting of the
connected with the office,” said .
I Bonner schools, Miss Lois Newport,
than a mosquito and I thought he was
teachers of the city and the county
Jesse, with a nod of his head as
U SENDS OUT DIRECTORY going to disappear into .the atmos was one of the 28 students to register
let it rest more firmly on his and a special convocation for their
at the University of Montana. Louise
phere. Suddenly we noticed the plane
benefit will be held in University
is leaning on the chairback. "This
Lists Faculty Members, Committees turn nose down and dive straight for Hatheway graduated from the Univer
hall.
ter will be distributed between the
sity among that first group of stu
and Honor Students.
the earth at a rate of speed that must
It is the desire of Dean Jameson
istrar’s office and this office. If
dents and is now married to Professoi
have exceeded 300 miles an hour. He
that
national
hymns
will
be
sung
at
scholarship or attendance of a
The first directory of the staff of dropped straight down for 3,000 feet, W. D. Harkins, once professor of
lent becomes very negligent, then the beginning and closing of each con the University of Montana has been
cnemistry here, and who at present
and started spinning like a top, around
vill intervene with the final re- vocation in order that the women may edited and sent out from the office
(Continued on Page Two.)
and around in a spiral twist until it
become more familiar with the patri
rse to the president. But for the ,
of the chancellor at Helena. The di seemed that he would certainly crash
Lor deails, the other offices will i otic music they know and learn the rectory contains the names of faculty
into the earth, and then easily and MITCHELL M AY SPEAK
others national airs which they do
;nd to that.
members of each of the branches of smoothly as a hawk he would swoop
not know.
A T 1918 COMMENCEMENT
Know the Proficient.
the University of Montana and also back into the air again and wave his
a list of the student assistants at hand.
I have always thought that similar SENIOR RETURNS FROM
Known Nationally as Labor Leader Is
Eces of deans spend too much at“ The next time he did what is
Authority on Labor Question;
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHING work at the various institutions.
Standing faculty committees Which known as the ‘Maple Leaf,’ which
tion on the men who are delinquent
Was Strike Official.
the exclusion of those who are proMary Wright T8, has just returned look after the affairs of their respec consists in falling just like a leaf,
John Mitchell, nationally known as
ent and doing well. I suppose this from Great Falls where she taught tive Institutions are also given in full turning straight over and over. When a labor leader, may speak at the Uni
because there is something defin- biology for two weeks in the local In the directory. A list of attending the turn is one-fourth finished it versity. President Sisson is in com
students who have received scholar looks like he is unable to get his munication with him for the purpose
to do with the man who is delin- high school.
mt and a dub, while there is not as | “ I felt insignificant in such a large ships in the University of Montana balance. When he is halfway over of securing him to deliver the com
ch to do for the other chap who is j high school,” Miss Wright said. “There for honor work in the high schools and upside down it seems Impossible mencement address in June. Mitchell
ng well unless it is to try to push are 705 pupils and 34 teachers in the they attended is published in the bul for the machine to right itself. When |has held the offices of secretary-treasa slightly over the line to the su- high school. School begins at 9 and letin.
he finally gets to the three-quarters I urer and president of the United Mine
•man stage. 1 shall not promise closes at 1:30.”
position you begin to breath easier, Workers of America. He was direc
s, but I shall try to remember the
While in Great Falls Miss Wright
UNDERWOOD IS JUDGE
and immediately he is back in the tor of the strikes of the anthracite
n who are “ up” in their work.
met several former University stu
proper position when he begins the mine workers at the time when Theo
‘As most universities usually con- dents. Anne Rector and Frances DonDr. J. H. Underwood of the econom stunt all over again. Aviation is ab dore Roosevelt played an important
er the dean of men as a kind of oher have opened a public stenog ics department will be one of the solutely the'most interesting thing on part in quelling the disturbances of
Idy to all the men of the campus I raphy office in the city. Miss Rec judges of a debate at Bozeman be the face of the earth. Thrill after the strikers. Mitchell is the author
sh to state that I am not here in tor was a graduate in the class of tween the Utah Agricultural College thrill shoots up and down one’s back of several books on the labor ques
it position. The daddy of all the 1916. while Miss Donoher was a mem and the Montana Agricultural College, and one gets the wildest desire to be tion and is now on the lecture plat
(Continued on Page Five.)
ber of the class of 1917.
Friday night.
form in behalf of the question.
“an aviator.”
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Thumb Prints Taken
of Student Soldiers
When Sent to Camps

practically dismantled. A dilapidated FAME BROUGHT TO AT.TVf A
COUNCIL PLANS TU G-OF-W AR! KNITS M ANY SOCKS AND
negro porter that had been picked up
M ATER BY U. GIRLS
SW EATERS DURING MEl
in the city brought candles to us for
--------Student Talks on War May Be Part
light in the evenings. The transport
(Continued From Page One.)
"This is my fourteenth pai:
of Forum Plan for State
that brought us back
to the states holds the same position in the UniCampaign.
socks,” said Mrs. Lucy E. Wilsor
was a good one, and
wehad cabins versity of Chicago,
she sat knitting before the game
“ The army is very adaptable,” said
to sleep in.
The wife of Major Grubbs, U. S. A.,
The
Student
Councill
will
complete
gan
Friday night. “I spend an i
Douglas Roberts, a graduate from the
“Our troop train was fitted up with was Caroline Cronkrite, once of the the plans for the annual tug-of-war be age of three hours in the dining r
ranger school and now an enlisted
I a mess car that occupied the middle University of Montana. On Pershing’s tween the underclassmen on March every day. Since last August I 1
man, in his address to the Forestry
of the train. The cooks would cook staff there is a certain Major Maxey, 17, at the regular meeting on Wednes knit 13 pairs of socks and four sv
club Wednesday evening.
I UP a kettle of stuff and then bring whose wife, Lu Knowles* attended day at 4 p. m. The teams will be ers during meal times. I never t<
Mr. Roberts graduated from the it through the cars
and give each the University that first year of its chosen immediately after the rules my knitting upstairs.”
ranger’s short course in 1917 and an-1 man his ration in his mess kit; we |birth. In Sanders county is a woman have been prepared. The councill will giniiioiiniiiiiioiiliiiiiiioiliiMiiloilliiilliioiilliiilll
listed soon after war was declared, ate right out of our mess kits on the who has gained prominence through discuss the proposition of student
His story of army life was interest- cars. Along in northwestern Texas her activity in Red Cross work; she talks in towns of this vicinity. These
ingly told. “All recruits from this the mess car jumped the track and is Mrs. Clifford Rittenour of Plains, talks will be upon different phases of
section are sent to Fort George was dragged along for a quarter of Who enrolled as a student here when the war. Rules of procedure of busi
Wright at Spokane. There you finish a mile or so; the cooks got pretty she was still Lydia Mills. The as- ness will be adopted at this session.
your examination and before they are badly scared up but we were only de-1 sistant librarian at the Missoula Carthrough with you, you feel as if you iayed four hours by the accident.
negie library, Esther Leiser, is a for I SCHWALM’S POSTER ACCEPTED =
were suspected of a crime. Three
“ I forgot to mention that one night mer student of the University. Mrs.
separate sets of thumb prints are tak in Hawaii I had challenged and passed E. H. Polleys, wife of the owner of
“ We are delighted .with the conser
en, then several sets of prints from the officer of the day. He stopped the Polleys lumber mills, attended the
the whole of both hands, next, sev and asked me if I had observed the classes on the campus as Adella Har- vation poster and are having an en
eral pairs of prints from your trig moonlight rainbow and remarked that ding. Edith Bickford, also an alum- graving made of it for use in the
ger finger are made, and last of all that was sonneting I never saw in the nus, is the wife of William Murphy, I conservation campaign,” was the word
EATON, CRANE & PIKE
|received by Miss Gertrude Buckhous,
you are photographed several times.
states. I turned and sure enough a Missoula attorney, who is an alumHIGH GRADE
state head of the library department I
“ When the examinations are fin there was a splendid rainbow across nus
WRITING
of food conservation, from the con
ished you are vaccinated against I the western sky
Probably the most
universally
PAPERS
servation headquarters at Washing
smallpox and typhoid fever before
“There is quite a bit of sickness in known women to matriculate in the
For Sale by
you are sent to the recruit barracks. the camps at Fort Sill. All the the University is No. 83. No. 83 regis ton, D. C„ following their receipt of
the poster painted by Professor
After you are over the effects of the aters are closed by the quarantine or-1 tered at the University on September
vaccinations you are sent all over the ders. The doctors are working on |16, 1895, majoring in biology. The Frederick D. Schwalm, head of the
country. I first went to Fort Me the sanitation and things are a lot long hours in the dissecting labora- art department.
The poster was made by Professor
Dowl situated on San Francisco bay. better than they were.”
tories have since that time proved to
I Schwalm in response to a request |
Stationers and Office
There the men are given 21 days of
be of great value to No. 83, as she from the conservation department i
Outfitters.
regular Infantry drill with rifles so SIMPLY MADE CLOTHES
I has made a special study of woman for a poster to be used in advertising
that they will not be quite a ‘rookie’
Headquarters for
ADD TO W O M A N ’S CHARM) and her needs. No. 83 is known from the work of the department.
when they are assigned to their reg--------the north to the south, from the east
STUDENTS’ SUPPLIES
ulad organizations.
Gertrude C. Paxton Advises Women to the west of the United States. She
siiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiMiiinoiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiimniiiiiiiiiiiiai
LET
THE
“Before the war Ft. McDowl had
is known in England; on the conti
to Dress Simply and Elegantly
nent; the veiled women of India prob
been receiving from 10 to 11 men each
at All Times.
KLEANERS THAT KLEAN
EUROPEAN PLAN
ably know of her; the cloistered wom
day; by the time I arrived there were
tend to your Party Gowns.
from 65 to 250 coming every day.
$1, $1.50, $2, $2.50, $3 Per Di
“ It is her God-given blessing, even en of Turkey may have whispered
Dresses, Suits, Gloves, etc.
All the barracks were filled and more, her duty for woman to always her name in a strange tongue; a brown
tents were pitched on every bit of I appear as beautiful, as artistic and as Eskimo woman may even be thinking
of
her
as
she
tends
her
whale-oil
level ground. The island is very hilly charming as it is possible for her
so some of the recruits were set to to do,” said- Mrs. Gertrude Curtiss lamp through the long northern night.
Charles Martinson, Prop.
.terracing the hills with picks and Paxton, head qf the home economics No. 83 is the first woman representa

T5he

Stationer)

Distinction

THE OFFICE
SUPPLY CO

Butte Cleaners

T5he

FLORENCE

shovels while on fatigue duty. Each department Wednesday night in a ten- tive in the United States congress,
Phone 500 Red. S. Higgins Ave.
One o f the Finest Hotels
terrace was made broad enough for minute talk on “ Simple Clothes for Jeannette Rankin.
the State.
Gertrude Buckhous, University of
two rows of tents. I was in the hos University Women” given before the
Montana librarian and state librarian
pital with the measles for 13 days girls of Craig hall.
Dining Room Unsurpassed.
and so was left behind when my com
“To appear beautiful and artistic a for the war deiense council, was one
Fifteen Large Sample Boon:
rades were sent to Yuma, Arizona. I woman must be well groomed and of the first students to register in
“We embarked for Hawaii on June well dressed. There is a vast differ the University. Hilda Higgins, daugh
5. The transport was an old cattle ence between being well dressed and ter of one of Missoula’s founders, was
35c Each, 3 for $1.00
boat that before the war had been fit being dressed well. A woman must a student at the University in ’95;
M e e t Y ou r
to carry a load of about 600, men but have good clothes and know how to since that time she has married Frank |
Conley,
warden
of
the
penitentiary
at
this trip there were 2400 on board. wear them well.
Friends at
“ Elegant simplicity of dress is the |Deer Lodge. Then, among those first |
Marines, infantry, about 800 negro
watchword.
Clothes
simply
made
of
i
students,
there
was
Mrs.
J.
M.
Hamtroops and our artillery company all
had to sleep in the various holds. elegant fabrics are to be desired and ilton, deceased wife of Professor J. M.
DENTIST
The artillery were given the lower not fussy styles made up in cheap ma-1 Hamilton, formerly of the economic
In the Army service during
All the fussiness of them department of the University and
deck to sleep on and between the terials
the war.
BILLIARDi
noise of the engines and the splash- cannot hide the poor quality of the now president of the Montana State
217-219 Hammond Bldg.
ing of the water against the sides of materials.
Agricultural College. Jesse S. ThompA N D POOL
the boat, we didn’t sleep very much.
“The good sense of the American son (Mrs. Tylar Thompson), was one
So many of the fellows tried to sleep woman is shown in the fact that for of those first students to enter the We Carry a Full Line of Artists’
in the life boats that the transport three years she has been wearing the University and today she has gained
Materials, Picture Frames
crew developed a song from telling simple one-piece dress hanging loose some little fame in local politics and
and Pictures.
them to get out so many times.
from the shoulders. This is an excel- distinctive fame as a member of the
. “We anchored in Pearl Harbor on |lent model and very suitable for |United States Council of Defense.
June 13, and were taken out to Sco- school dress for girls.
DRUGS, STATIONERY,
field barracks on a narrow gauge
“ The evening dress should be as COUNCIL TO CARRY ON
BOOKS
railroad. I saw the calvary drilling at |luxurious as one can afford being of |
A LL U. W A R A C TIV ITY I
337 North Higgins Avenue.
some
light
hue
and
very
simply
made.
these barracks and felt lucky to be
To the University council of dein the artillery. Army riding is such One evening gown should be sufficient
that a western man who has ever rid for a girl in college. A white dress j fense is given the resposibility and
I initiative in acting on all things afden has to learn all over again. Your may supplement this.
“ The thin sheer waists with well ap- feeding the University in regard to
legs are all cramped up by short
for Good Eats
pearing
skirts
can
also
be
worn
on
the war. This includes not only matstirrups and you have a saddle with
out a horn, about like jockey riding. many occasions. However, one must ters which arise in the council but
“With the beginning of artillery wear the mwith discretion and not too matters which are referred to it by
the faculty or other University au
practice I got a good deal of expe thin and sheer,
“The middy has its uses and looks thorities, according to President Sis
rience in fighting forest fires. There
is not much timber on the Hawaiian well in the gymnasium and on a hike son.
Several important matters in re
mountains but they are all covered but under no consideration should it
329 Higgins Avenue.
with brush. We would fire a charge be worn to dinner even after a school gard to the action of the council con
day.
The
shoes
should
also
receive
cerning
the war have been suggested
of shrapnel into some gulch and then
about the time we had our guns attention and the heels should never by President Sisson. The following
cleaned and were ready, to eat we ers during meal times. I never touch matters with which the council of
defense must' deal have been submit
would have to grab picks and shovels said in conclusion.
ted to the council by the president.
and put out a fire that had started
Exclusive Missoula House of
They are conservation, the interests
from the shells that exploded. Along DEAN STONE ADDRESSES
“Ground Gripper” Shoes
of
students
affected
by
the
draft,
the
in September the fires quit bothering
ST. IGNATIUS MEETING
welfare of our men in the service, the
much—the range was pretty well
Conservation problems were dis collection of the proper material for
burned off.
“ I was in the hospital for a few cussed by iDean A. L. Stone at St. Ig- the war history of the University,
days in Hawaii and they put me on natius Saturday at 1 p. m. The meet- special courses, exercises or lectures
diet of Caribou milk. They use ing was held under the auspices of the which the University should carry on
chamber of commerce and the Farm with reference to the war and the
the caribou to plow with there.
“ Along in the early part of Decem ers’ Society of Equity. The topic of proper support of the University for
ber we boys got orders to have our his lecture was ‘The Need of Conser all national and local war activities.
Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
mail forwarded to the adjutant gen vation.” The banks, stores and other
eral at Washington. We all won business houses closed for the patri
SISSON ADDRESSES CLUB
Manufacturers
and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
dered where we were going to. About otic meeting.
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds o f mill
“ The Mind of Lincoln and the Pres
two weeks later we left under sealed
Western Reserve: Graduates from ent Crisis” was the subject of a talk
orders and finally landed at Fort Sill,
work and box shooks.
Okla. We left Frisco on scrapped the library school of Western Reserve made by President Sisson before the
A SPECIALTY MADE OF FRUIT BOXES
Pullmans; that is, Pullmans with the University are now filling library po District Federation of Women’s Clubs
electric lights taken out and in fact sitions in 19 different states.
last Saturday afternoon.

Player Piano
Rolls
ORVIS MUSIC HOUSE

Dr. F. G. Dratz

KELLEY’S
Cigar Store

H. H. Bateman

Sc Com pany

S IM O N S

75he Coffee

University Books
Stationary and
Supplies

Parlor

<&H

shoes Dixon
S

H

O

E

S

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
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PAGE THKEE

K A IM IN

were collected by Padre Luis, a noted
German priest, and scholar. On his
death, in 1885, they came into the
possession of Frederick H. Scheuch,
the United States consul in Barcelonia, who handed them down to his
ocuments Dating From 1200 In son, Frederick C. Scheuch, the present
owner.

NIVER8ITY RECEIVES
SPANISH MANUSCRIPTS

Celestial M u sic

AD FINEM

LIBRARY GETS 100 BOOKS

By Jean Brooke Burt.

Beautifully Illustrated Volume of
Is N o t Inspiring,
Maeterlinck in Shipment.
When it is over and the Great Cause
won,
— IV . G . Batem an
About
100 new books have been re
Then you can say how hard it was
ceived at the University library.
to go,
Chinese music sounds very queer
cluded in Collection o f
to the .Occidental musician. At first We two together, underneath the sun, I There are 30 books for the use of the
Alone, on some far hill where sweet classes in modern languages, several
he is apt to consider it only a ter
F. C. Scheuch.
CHINA’S LITERATURE
winds blow
rible, barbaric series of discords,
books for the business administration
DISCUSSED BY HUANG |punctuated with loud bangs on gongs. But now there is not time for talk,
Professor F. C. Scheuclf has lent his
students and a great many dealing
just
deeds
Singing, as practised by the Chinese,
itire collection of old manuscripts
Of scarifice, made glorious to us with new methods in economics and
“The greatest period of Chinese lit is especialy incomprehensible, since
id books to the university. The
all.
sociology.
iveral hundred manuscripts in this erature dates, in my opinion, from it is all done in a loud forced falset
An index of all the pamphlets and
illection date from early 1200 to late 1840 to the present," said Huang to. Berlioz, himself a famous musi We will be brave for one another’s
needs,
Chin, the only Chinese student attend cian, said that it “ sounds like a cat
magazines containing articles on top
;oo.
Answering
dry-eyed
the
country’s
ics of current interest was also re
One of the most interesting of ing the University. He has received screeching because it has swallowed
call.
iese old manuscripts is dated 1198. instruetion in the school of higher a toad.”
ceived.
We
will
be
wise,
my
Love,
until
the
One of the most beautiful volumes
Part of this effect is produced by
is yellow and water stained, yet as learning in Peking for the past six
end
the Chinese scale, which is one of five
ever received into the library came
stinct and legible as if it were wrlt- years.
When you must leave me, not for with the last shipment. It is “ News
“This iq the period of the Chinese intervals, rather than one of seven,
n yesterday.
There, are legal and
lorn, for now
of Spring,” by Maurice Maeterlinck
lurch documents, transfers of land, renaissance which ushered in the as with us. There are 12 semitones
arriage settlements, wills and royal great reforms in literature and poli in the scale; but in performance, I know our hearts flame as one fire, and is illustrated in colors.
and
blend
mtences or deeds. These are writ-1 tics and which marks the complete these are avoided. This limits the
Like mist that gathers at a steam
n in the Latin language, but not change in the style of Chinese prose I artist, and leads to the monotony so
Patronize Kaimin advertisers.
er’s bow.
e Latin of the text book,' familiar and poetry. The early authors who characteristic of Oriental music. Fur
us. The letters are of a type were forerunners of this literary rev thermore, of the three essentials of We have had days together, you
and I.
lated to old English. Words are ab- olution entirely broke away from the music, according to western ideas—
Memories of these lie fresh witbin
•eviated just as each peculiar scribe conventions which had governed the namley, rhythm, melody and harmony
my heart.
iw fit, and sentences are not punctu- ancient works of literature.
—the Chinese musicians are well ac
“There were of course certain rules quainted only with the first, less with So when the hour must come to say
ed—they even lack periods to mark
good-by,
eir ends. The parchment used is of which had to be adhered to. These I the. second— and apparently not at all
Remembering, I will be brave to
irying quality, from the coarse, yel- were very strict except in the cases with the third. In an orchestra, say,
part.
w testaments of the Spanish notar- of geniuses who were allowed all the at the theatre, there will *be many i
s, to the smooth white documents literary license usually accorded the |percussion instruments made of wood, When it is over, if you come to me, |
Your clear eyes kind with know!- ,
pm the church of Rome. The writing masters in any language. After the bone, parchment and metal which are
edge of the fires
id to be done with the utmost care renaissance these rules were changed played with a skill able to arose the
r accurateness and order. The and greater liberty given the authors. envy of our best snare drummer or Of battlefields, God grant we two will
see
ribe insured his document against This meant a freer development of j trap-man. The rhythmic effects ob
Peace, and the waiting dreams of
rgery by enumerating his mistakes literary taste.
tained by their use, are varied and
our desires.
“The most famous exponent of this frequently subtle, but are monotonous
the bottom of the page and signing
—Quoted from Literary Digest.
rebirth in literary style is Liang- f because employed constantly and al
e whole.
To a great many of the papers, es- Chichao, the reformer. He is of the ways fort. The orchestra Joes not
Patronize Kaimin advertisers.
scially the testaments, codicils have new school of authors holding very generally play from a score and has
sen added by sewing a separate piece democratic and revolutionary political ho leader, in our sense. Each artist
the original with twine. On the views and has been a tremendous noisy—the wooden drums sound like
ick of each manuscript is a number force in the making of China in the plays as he likes—of course with some
id a short resume of the contents in past quarter of a century. He has reference to what the others are do
italan.
These classifications, of i been influential in bringing the west ing—and stops and starts at will. At
Saturday Night March 2
hich some manuscripts have as many ern ideals of literary style into the times, one of the players decides that
i three, were made at a later date, Orient
things are going too slow and puts in
•obably for the purpose of catalog-! “ Today he is one of the most force a punch with some extra loud pas
g. The actual writing of the docu- ful of Chinese writers. He is largely sages which always seem out of key
Union Hall
ents was done mostly by public known as a translator for he has been to the bewildered traveler from the
:ribes, notaries and priests. Letters most active in placing before the peo west. At the play, everything is very
YOUTH demands style, fre
om the church were written and ple translations of foreign iauthors noisy—the wooden drums sound like
quently extreme style with a
gned by the priests themselves, but believing this to be one of the best exploded firecrackers, the gongs and
Jazz Dance
swagger to It.
te legal papers had to be drawn up methods of enlightening the people. cymbols send out crashing, splinter
Nowadays men of maturer age
r nortaries and signed by the real |His work, however, has real literary ing sounds which echo in the the
Special:
We
have
engaged
Mr.
want just as much style as the
ithor.
taste and perfection.
ater, the players shriek so, and groan,
young fellows, but not so ex
and Mrs. Duffy of the Missoula
Because of the illiteracy of the av“ The literature of today in China is that they need frequent drinks of
treme, and they get it in
■age ‘signee’, ‘signing” at that time, largely of the modern type found lemonade, which are brought to them
Dancing Academy to give a free
eant instead of writing his name in prevalent in all countries. Social and on the stage by stagehands in a ma
lesson on the Jazz from 9 to 9:30.
le approved style of penmanship, political reforms permeate all the ter of fact way.
Ladies Free
Come Early
rawing a queer-looking figure de- books and magazines. Particularly is
The Chinese, themselves, are very
gned by himself, and used in all doc- there a large amount of journalistic fond of their music which enters very
nents to stand for his name. One material which deals with the promi fully into their lives. Every respec
iportant-looking document signed by nent figures of the world history of table wedding and funeral must have
These excellent hats are shown
iveral men, is the deed of a relic to today. Roosevelt is a favorite hero its music. The pieces played on these
in various models and dimen
>me church. The crude seals at- for the general reading public of opposite occasions are supposed to be
sions to suit every face and age.
iched to these church letters were China. Wilson was not as well known different, but sound so much alike
Good Meals at
We show the new Spring styles
ade by placing the wax between two when I was there, although he doubt that even Chinese people cannot tell
M O D E R A T E PRIC ES
in the season’s best colors and
ieces of paper on which the imprint less is now. Cavour and Bismarck them apart. Sometimes in funeral or
you’re sure to find your hat
A. JACOBSON, Prop.
as made. Most of these seals are are also well known and understood “ white music” (for a wedding it is red
here now.
sry distinct, still showing the car- by this same public.
music) the flageolet-like instruments
inals’ hat. There is in the collec“ Since 1911 the newspapers have in are made to utter very low and emo
on a church dispensation from Pope creased by the hundreds, a proof ol tionally thrilling notes.
regory VII, written by his secretary, the revolutionary expression of the
If one lives in China for a time,
nlike the others, the seal attached to new ideals of China. The older pa the native music is better understood
tis one is contained in a round box pers have been forced out by the keen so that one learns to distinguish char
Alex Benson, Proprietor
t metal. An interesting thing about competition of the newer and more acteristic rhythms and melodies.
243 Blaine St., Missoula, Mont.
i—
i
■
n
ae of the ordinary testaments drawn radical papers. The newspaper meth
Our music, in turn, sounds just as
Retail Store, 116 E Cedar St.
p by a notary is that it is written on ods are very similar to those of this queer to the Chinese. Contralto, bari
le back of an Arabian manuscript, country as far as I could see.
tone and bass voices seem highly com
robably left in Spain by the Moors,
“ The modern style of writing was ical to them; no doubt a tragic grand
here is also a song in the collection, established in 1905, when the govern opera would prove most amusing.
ritten in Arabic. It is dated 1329, ment inaugurated examinations which They like military bands, however,
nd is one of the most weather beat- resulted in a more uniform style of and learn western music much more
a and is ragged on the edges. There writing. The ancient traditions of easily than we could acquire their
We are m erely show ing the NEW SPRING MODELS
i one in Catalan, which was written style were overthrown and newer art. In the colleges there are glee
at prices that m ean a BIG SAVING TO YOU
nperfectly b a sailor himself with- styles used.
clubs, as* with us—and it is indeed an
lit the aid of a notary.
“The older masters of Chines liter interesting experience to hear the
Among the old books with the man- ature are still studied of course, just Yale “Boola” sung very well with Chi
scripts, one is a death mass in Latin, as you study Shakespeare and your nese words.
sed in Spain in the Seventeenth cen- great masters. Han-Yu, who dates
A ll the N ew M odels
lry. One is a German book on hunt- about 300 B. C., is the greatest phil The rhythm, meter and rhyme found
lg, dated 1730, but the majority of osopher of China. His style of dig in Chinese verse is very similar to the
lem are works on alchemy, treating nified writing is studied carefully by English, ih e favorite subjects of the
i detail the subject of making gold I every, student. His work represents Chiifes poets are sorrow, pain and na
ut of a rock. One of these has cu- the deep and scholarly treatment of ture. Most of the poets are younger
lous wood-cuts, skillfully colored by philosophic reflections.
men who have suffered greatly, for
and. Another is an alchemist’s note“ San-Su, about 1000 A. D„ is another no one can write with realism unless
ook dating from 1721, in his own author who is taught as an example he has suffered much and lived
SH OES fo r Everybody at Prices That
andwriting and recording his sup- of simple, forceful style, to the stu much.
W ill W ill PLE A SE YO U
osed discoveries.
dents. His work, however, is of the
“The chief characteristics of the
Originally these manuscripts and more or less clever, superficial na Chinese literature today is that everyooks were kept for safety in the ture which is easy to Imitate. This |one who can real at all, reads all the
[panish monasteries o f , Areny del makes him a favorite model for young works of value.
Books are very
far, and Labadell in the province of authors.
cheap there and everyone can afford
!atalania, Spain. During the Napo“The poetry of the Chinese differs to buy them. They are much cheaper
lonic wars these monasteries were widely from that of the English in than in America and England,” said
acked, and the scattered manuscripts structure and material construction. Huang Chin.
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Notes and Comments

read at the weekly reading hour. It I IRISH SCHOOLS EFFICIENT
sgning,
commerce,
stenograph
is a prose tale of the author’s expe
TI
BELFAST U PROGRESSES French, German and Spanish.
riences while encircling the globe in
noteworthy feature of this magnil
Abnormal and applied psychology
vagabond
fashion.
—
begging
a
meal
Queen’s University, Belfast, is the cent school is that the instruction
George Stone o f Missoulian Staff are among the new courses to be of
here and there, doing any kind of successor of one of three Queen’s Col absolutely free.
fered next quarter. These courses
Gives Talk to Press Club on
work as a means of salvation and even leges, established in Ireland. It has
Belfast is one of the most not(
have been included In the curriculum
Function of Journalism.
playing the part of a stoaway on an I produced several very famous men centers of the linen textile industi
before the present year.
ocean steamer. The journey was tak in the world of medicine, among whom in the world. It has the distinction
“ We hear a great deal of talk about
en in 1909. In the tale the author I might mention Sir William Whitlaw, |having the largest ship building yai
Tuesday was meatless day at Craig
the press being capitalistic. I think
gives many character sketches of the
in the world until Glasgow incorp
that investigation would show this not hall, but as the government has lifted various interesting people he met on whose work on "Materia Medica” is I
one of the standard text books in the rated in her own output, the groi
to be the case. Newspapers are nec the ban from mutton, it was served his journey.
I English language and Sir David Lind of ports stretching for miles up ti
essarily commercialized. They must to the diners.
say, one of the most noted medical Clyde river.
be paying propositions. For this rea
Forestry students will visit Poiley’s practitioners in the United Kingdom.
The motto of Belfast is, “ Pro tan
Paul F. Brissenden, special agent of
son papers are fashioned to meet the
logging camp at Arlee next Satur The University was not, until the quid retribuamus,” which we mig
demand of their clientele. Whatever the department of labor from Wash
day. This will be the last field trip year 1910, permitted to grant “de translate as “What will you give u
may be the truth a paper must pub ington, D. C., who is on his way from of the quarter for the forestry school.
grees” to its students who had to for what we will give you?” whii
lish the news that the subscribers Chicago to San Francisco, spent a
Possibly movies will be taken of the take their final examination before very well represents the spirit of i
want. Owing to a lack of understand few days in Missoula visiting Dr.
logging operations by one of the pro the examining board of the Royal |citizens.
ing of the fundamental principles of Louis Levine the first of the week.
fessors who accompany the students. University of Ireland, and as this body I
economics the reporter reports in
required a very high degree of profi U COUNCIL OF DEFENSE
The students of the art department
most cases, the truth, but with so lit
Professor N. J. Lennes has gone to ciency, a student bearing a degree in I
APPOINTS COMMITTEE
tle sense of the real meaning of his will hold Tag day Friday, March 1.
I Havre where he will teach a class of j arts, medicne, or science, from the |
news that he misinterprets it and the the tags have been prepared by the
teachers, in place of F. O. Smith, who R. U. I. may well be proud of the disCommittees
to mail Kaimins ai
students,
each
tag
has
been
numbered,
results are far removed from the ac
I goes there once a month to teach gen tinction for it is a well-earned one.
daily papers to the University mi
and every person attending the Uni
tual facts.
etic psychology.
Mr. Lennes will
Belfast is a city of between three in service, and to look after the R
“ There is perhaps no greater eco versity or the high school will be
speak to the Helena high school.- and four hundred thousand inhabi Cross work were appointed by tl
nomic movement than that of the tagged. In the afternoon slips will
Thursday and to the Havre high school tants. It is noted not only for its University Council of Defense at
Non-partisan league.
Its motives be drawn to determine the winners
Friday morning. Friday night he will standing in commerce, but also in ed meeting Wednesday afternoon. T
through lack of understanding have of the prizes which are the work of
give one of the lectures on the Na ucation. There are few cities where following committee, composed
often been misunderstood. The same the art students. The drawing will
tions of the War. F. O. Smith will I education is more highly prized or three students and two alumni we
is true of the I. W. W. movement. be held in the studio in Main hall,
go to Butte this week-end to take the j more easily obtainable for which rea- appointed to mail newspapers to f<
Government investigation into the and the work of the students during
I place of Mr. Lennes who gives there son it has been styled “ The Athens |mer students now In the army: Sc
worst of the I. W. W. trouble has ex the last two quarters will be on ex
a teachers’ dourse in Teaching Arith of the North.” It has six or seven mour E. Gorsline, chairman; Ma
empted them from any lack of patriot hibit.
metic.
|large classical and mathematical col- Farrell Herbert Vitt, Mary Elrod a:
ism and has found their demands just,
I legec, two high schools, four business Howard J. Perry. A second comm
A three-hour business course, open
or whatever trouble there has been
The Commercial club will attend the colleges and public schools too nu- tee was appointed to have charge
has been caused by rank injustice. to women only, will be given next
luncheon at the Florence hotel on ] merous to mention. Among its edu the Red Cross work of the Universt
A conception of all these movements quarter by H. E. Smith, business
I Tuesday given by the Missoula Cham- cational Institutions is one of which This committee consists of the f
which are essentially democratic is manager of the University. Among
j ber of Commerce in honor of Dr. An they are justly proud, Belfast Mu- lowing: Mrs. Lucy. E. Wilson, cha
necessary to our advancement. To the subjects which will be taken up
na Y. Reed, vocational expert from I nicipal Technical Institute, with a stu- man, Francis Colvin and Ruth Cav
day we cannot say that we are the are banking, including the proper
Seattle. The regular meeting of the ! dent roll of more than 1,000. The fac
handling of checks, several forms of
embodiment of democratic ideals.
|club wa$ postponed so that the mem ulty in this institute is composed o f >
FACULTY CLUB
“ Mere statement of fact does not accounting useful in keeping housebers could attend the luncheon. experts in practically every line of
The Faculty Woman's club will me
necessarily make truth,” said George hold records; a study of the differ
Members will notify Bryan Anderson industrial life: wood-working, metal next Monday at 2:30 p. m. at t
Stone, managing editor of the Daily ent kinds of banks; some considers-1
Ifor reservations.
trades, electrical work engine fitting, home of Mrs. J. E. Kirkwood at 3
Missoulian, in addressing the Univer tion of the legal phase of business;
I mechanical drawing, modelling, de- University avenue.
sity Press club last Wednesday night. the handling of property and making
Elihu Gates, who attended the uni
“Truth and facts illuminated by intel investments. At the beginning of the |
versity about four years ago, is now
ligence should be the qualities of all course, an opportunity will be given |
in Dayton, Ohio, instructing an avia
reportorial writing. Truthful report to students to indicate what subject
tion squad, being in charge of Squad
ing without understanding is often as they desfre to have discussed.
19 in Barracks B. Gates was one of
grossly false as deliberate falsehood.
the first University men to enlist and
The two teams which will debate
I see no reason why a reporter should
is now a corporal. He is the son of
T h in m a r k - d o w n s a le 1m a c u lm i n a t io n o f t h e p e n t - u p en ergry o f
not be required to take anexamina- against Idaho and Utah will hold a
t h e p an t w in t e r . W h i le th e F a s h io n h a s a lw a y s b e e n a w a k e t o y o u r In 
Mrs. Eva Gates of Poison.
t e r e s t s , w e w i l l m a k e t h in g s m o v e t h e c o m i n g w e e k w it h g r e a t e r v im
tion before he is permitted to become trial debate Friday evening at 6:30
an d d ash . W e a re s p le n d id ly re a d y f o r a n o th e r w e e k o f r e c o r d b r e a k 
a news writer, just as a doctor or a p. m. in the library building. Clara
i n g b u s in e s s . A v i s i t t o t h is s t o r e w i l l r e v e a l s c o r e s o f b a r g a i n s t h a t
Charles Farmer, superintendent or
lawyer is required to take examina Johnson and William Jameson, who
buildings, left for Thompson Falls on I
tion before he is allowed to practice will meet Idaho on March 29, will
COATS
S U IT S
legal business' on No. 41 Thursday.
L ot 1— H A L F P R IC E
V a lu es up to $ 4 9 .5 0 — ............... $13.75
uphold the affirmative side of the
his profession.
L ot 2—-Cloth and plush coa ts
He will return as soon as the court i
See the g re a t red uctions. H a lf price.
O N E -FO U R T H O F F
“Academic training is absolutely question “Resolved, that there should
V a lu es up to $29.75.......................$9.05
proceedings allow. The action con
necessary. I do not disparage the be a League to Enforce Peace.” Louis
cerns the estate of a deceased aunt, i
technical training that one receives In Dyll and William McCullough, who
D RESSES
a school of journalism, but Of greater will debate Utah in Salt Lake City
L ot 1— S ilk and serge, h a lf price.
The Portland Cement association
L ot 2— All oth er silk and serge
Importance is the supplemental work April 12, have the negative side of the
will run a series of movies on road
dresses at on e -fo u rth o ff.
which should give one a thorough question.
construction at the meeting of the
knowledge of economics, philosophy,
On a c c o u n t o f th e s e e x t r e m e l y l o w p r ic e s a ll g o o d * w i l l b e g o ld f o r
Forestry club, March 13. According |
ca s h a n d a n o m in a l c h a r g e w il l b e m a d e f o r a lt e r a t i o n s .
Dorris Harbert entertained the ac
psychology and history, because these
to Prof. Fenska there have been no
are the subjects, the knowledge of tive members and pledges of Kappa
local films developed recently. How
which gives one a keener insight into Alpha Theta at a fireside at the fra
ever a part of a roll has been taken
and a better understanding of human ternity house Tuesday. The party was
but there remains about ISO feet on j
nature and economics. For the true given in honor of her father who vis
the reel, this may be used when the
home of democratic ideals and move ited in Missoula on his way from Hel
foresters make their next trip to the
ments we must look to Russia, torn, ena where he attended the session of |
GUS HEYN, M a n a g e r .
logging camps. These films will be
broken and apparently defeated as the legislature.
sent to the various high school towns
THE QUALITY STORE
she is.
of the state where the theaters will
The students of the forestry school
“As the chief instrument of democ
run them at shows given for the bene
racy the press must be improved. posed on the south steps of the Main!
fit of high school students who may be
This will come about by the under hall for their picture Tuesday at 11:30 I
interested in a forestry course. It is
standing of the people who go into a. m. Dr. M. J. Elrod took the photo
possible that two sets of these films
journalism. In five years people from graph with his own camera.
will be made.
this school are going to be engaged
Dr.< Louis Levine of the economics
in newspaper work throughout the
state. The ideals that they have ac department is unable to deliver his i In about ten days a drive for books
lecture on “ Russia” at Thompson for the “ Camp” libraries will be com
quired here are going to count.
“ Many suggestions have come from Falls because of a bad cold. Dr. M. menced. These books are to be col
many persons telling how newspapers J. Elrod will lecture there on the lected in the various cities of the
state and sent to Portland. Ore. |
could be improved are not uncommon. “ Mountains of Montana” instead.
From there they will be distributed
These suggestions are usually from
people who have no conception of the
Mrs. G. T. Paul spent the week-end to the camps along the coast.

DEMOCRACY AND TffEPRESS

The Fashion's February
M A R K -D O W N S A L E

FURS
1=3 O F F

^ F a s h io n

T oday

T omorrov

principles of journalism. Some have
suggested a municipal press. I do
not think that this is practical. The
Improvement must come through ed
ucation of reporters and of readers.
This education, particularly that of
the reporter, must be based on knowl
edge of all those things which deal
with the social conditions, not only
of our own day but those of the past,”
Mr. Stone concluded.
STATE

ACCOUNTANT

VISITS U.

The state accountant, R. J. Lemert
of Helena, was In Missoula Friday and
Saturday of the past week for the
purpose of opening bids for office sup
plies needed for the six months from
March 1 to September 1, and also for
auditing the State University books.
Patronize Kaimin advertisers.

at the Delta Gamma house as the
guest of her daughter Lucile Paul.

Miss Alpha Buse writes that she has
charge of all the confidential infor
mation for the air personnel division
chief, Colonel Bingham.
She says
that her division has the work of se
curing all the personnel for the avia
tion section.

Miss Marianne Dutton and Miss
Margaret Young were week-end guests
at the Delta Gamma house. Miss Dut
ton returned to her home in Helena
Tuesday morning. Miss Young is a
sister of Harold Young, a student at
Miss Gertrude Buckhous is much in
the University and a member of Sig
terested in her trip to Spokane the |
ma Chi fraternity.
first week in April. She is chairman
Selections from Henry Franck’s of the library committee and, during
“ The Vagabond Journey Around the the meeting, her time will be devoted
World” were read by Instructor R. A. to the illustrating and obtaining of j
Coleman at the reading hour Wednes the best methods in which he llbrar-1
day afternoon. Next Wednesday at ies can aid in the food conservation
4 p. m., in room 16 of the library campaign.
building Dr. Helen S. Hughes will
read from “The Sharpshire Lad,” by
Mrs. Wilson reports that conserva
A. E. Housman. “The Vagabond Jour tion in the dormitory dining room has
ney Around the World” was a distinct lowered the bulk of the garbage from
change from what has previously been 50 to 2 pounds.
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“ The Son of D em ocracy”
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Every
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and
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iculty Committees
Definitely Appointed

“ MOUNTAINS OF M ONTANA”
CONVOCATION SUBJECT

65 Letter Men Now
in Military Service

D E A N ’S PLACE M AY BE
LEVINE W ILL ADDRESS
VOICE IN W ILDERNESS!
STATE T A X CONFERENCE

(Continued From Page One.)
Dr. Louis Levine, professor of eco
Excellent colored slides reproduced
With the rearrangement of the |from pictures taken by members of
Sixty-five letter men in athletics men is expected to look after the in nomics at the University, will speak
inding committees by the faculty, the biological survey expeditions of the State University are in the mil terests of the men to the extent that at the state tax conference, which
esident Sisson becomes chairman which have made extended tours in itary service of the United States, any suggestions from other faculty will be held at Lewistown on March
the athletic committee, E. Orlo I northwestern Montana, illustrated the according to a list compiled by Coach members is considered interference. 12, 13 and 14. Dr. Levine is an au
mgs and R. H. Jesse were appointed I lecture on “ Mountains of Montana/’ Jerry Nissen. There are undoubtedly Such will not happen here.thority on taxation.
the student affairs committee, and ! delivered by Dr. M. J. Elrod, head of some more letter men who are in the
Other prominent speakers repre
Not to Preach.
iffman, Jesse and Speer were added j the department of biology, at the reg- service, but there is no record of
"I am here as moral supervisor for senting the state tax commission,
the. scholarship committee.
the
mining, banking, railroad and
1ular convocation yesterday,
the
men
to
the
extent
that
in
those
them.
The final appointments on the ya j “The slides were largely of the Mis
The names and the branches in things which affect a man’s univer farming interests will also address the
ms committees are:
sion range of mountains in the Flat- which they made their letters are as sity life on the campus I would say, convention. Representatives of the
Admission and Registration—Rowe, head district showing the geological follows:
yes. In those things which are the Non-partisan league will take part in
formations of them, their exquisite
.rey, Mollet, Speer, Whitlock.
men’s concern I would say no. I am a discussion with the business inter
Football.
coloring
and
beauty
and
the
manner
Advisers—Scheuch, Carey, Corbin,
Adams, Harry; Ambrose, Keith; not going to deliver sermons nor pre ests of the state after the tax confer
ence.
rod, Faust, Howard, Kirkwood Le- in which vast quantities of snow was Busha, Tom; Cook, Sam; Carver, pare moral tracts.
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IS OUR SPECIALTY
now having defeated Idaho Tuesday
Thompson & Marlenee, Props.
night by a score of 29 to 24. The
Make a . Specialty of Fine
W e Solicit Your Patronage
Hair Cutting
Washington Staters have just re
101
Main St. and Higgins Ave.
Hoyt- Dickinson
cently returned from a trip to the
coast where they played the Univer
Piano Co.
sity of Washington, the Camp Lewis
How Is Your Coal Pile?
218 Higgins Avenue
team and Oregon Aggies, being some
what unsuccessful however in> their
invasion.
The probable lineup Is as follows;
J. M. SWANGO, Mgr.
W. S. C.
Montana
110 E. Cedar
Phone 662
Dahlquist ...............................
Center

MissoulaTrust &
Savings Bank

John R. Daily Co.

........
-a
Have You Seen I CALL AND SEE OUR
FINE NEW MARKET

r

$15 to $50

Missoula
Laundry cZ

J.D.R0WLAND

Sheet
Music

Metropole
Barber Shop

“ TheClothing and Shoe

Store o f the Tow n ’

Perry Coal Co.

Suits Dry $ 1 25
Cleaned «?*•••

Plain Skirts...................... 50c
Tailor-Made Suits.......$19.50

Left Forward
Rockey ....

Prescott
Right Forward

Sorenson

, Crouch
Right Guard

Gillis ......

Sullivan

Ideal Tailoring
Company
Next door Florence Hotel,

MODERN
CONFECTIONER Y

J3he

where they make all their own
CANDY, HOT DRINKS AND
ICE CREAM
216 Higgins Avenue.

Left Guard
STONE AT HELENA TODAY

“ I f it com es from B a rn ey's
it must be g ood ”

A. L. Stone, dean of the school of
journalism, will go to Helena Friday,
March 1, in connection with work on
the annual catalogue of the State
' University.

You pay for workmanship and
prompt delivery. We give you
both.

M iller’s Barber
Shop and Baths

Fashion Club Cleaners

First National Bank Building
(Basement)
SHOES SHINED

Phone 143

Missoula.

First the student, then the alumnus, then the combined result in the citizen.”
MISSOULA, M ONT., U. S. A.

Our Spirit, Where Is It?

FRIDAY, MARCH 1, 1918

“ The University o f Montana— it must
prosper.”
That was the watchword last year and
it appeared to be the aim which faculty
and students alike were constantly striv
ing to achieve. There was friction ; there
were misnuderstandings and there was
much agitation about the lack of Mon
tana spirit or at least the lack of the
proper type o f Montana spirit.
This year the slogan beloved by Mon
tana men and women from the day of
the inaugural address by the first presi
dent o f the University when the now fa
mous statement was spoken has seemingly
been forgotten.
The phrase is not hurled forth in
speeches and from classroom desks. Oc
casionally the phrase is mentioned andsome o f the students respond in the
spirit o f the slogan, but the m ajority of
them seem to believe that the words re
fer to the financial status o f the insti
tution.
It may be that the very loss of the
traditional slogan typifies the loss of the
old Montana spirit.
“ Fight, Montana, fig h t !”
When did you hear that last?
Yes, at the last football game.
Is “ Fight, Montana, F ig h t!” a yell for
football games or is it the statement of
a tradition o f this University to be prac
ticed in every phase o f University life?
I f it is a phrase to call to the colors of
loyalty to this school all the students of
the school then let us bring forth our
watchword and blazon it on the hearts of
the students.
Where is the Montana spirit? Is it
lost with our watchword?
On all sides o f the campus come the
complaint that the students o f the Uni
versity o f Montana are dead ones, are
lackadaisical, are immature, are mere fig 
ureheads— and not very graceful at that
— o f the institution, according to the
character o f the complainants.
School spirit is a matter o f loyalty.
Not loyalty alone to the school football
and basketball teams when they contend
with rival teams, but loyalty to the in
terests o f the University and to the stu
dents in every branch o f school life.
The restlessness, the disgust, the utter
lack o f any interest by the students in
student affairs is more prevalent this
quarter than ever before in the history of
the institution. Some say it is the war.
V ery well. The war has been the scape
goat on which we have piled all our short
comings from the high cost o f living to
the I. W . W .
Let us say that the students of the
University having picked from among
their ranks those students who had moral
stamina sufficient to answer the needs
o f the nation and having sent them to
the colors o f the army and the navy
peacefully sit back and declare that the
war is a disturbing element, that its an
guish is too horrible to endure and that
the chaos which it is causing has so ef
fected the students that they can do noth
ing but complain and “ give up the ghost.”
There are those for whom this excuse
will be sufficient. Others will declare
they at least are patriotic and that is not
their trouble. But they cannot tell you
what it is.
However, ask the professors they will
tell you.
The students are willing to let the fac
ulty run the school. They lack initiative.
They can do nothing without first being
prodded by the instructors. Examples
are plentiful the instructors declare.
They point with certainty to the decay
of the Hawthorne Literary society, the
inaction o f the Masquers club, the apathy
of the classrooms and the failure of the
students to respond when meetings of stu
dent activities are called. They say that
the students never advance any plans of
their own. They wait patiently with
hands folded fo r the faculty -to appreciate
their needs and meet them. "When a min
ority o f students do awake from the leth
argy o f inaction and suggest remedies for
the sleeping sickness which has seized the
student body they are greeted with yawns
and sleepy nods from the somnambulant
fellow students.
The new students have never become

E D I T O R I A L S
Ideals
This year at the University has been
one o f serious thinking on the part o f the
upperclassmen at least. The departure of
so many of their classmates to uphold the
ideals for which the University, as well as
the nation stands, has sobered them, has
brushed away the cobwebs of superficial
ity. They begin to realize fo r the first
time the real meaning o f the training that
they are receiving. With longing to be
in the midst of the experiences that war is
bringing to their comrades they are
forced to the difficult task o f concentrat
ing themselves to their work which is not
on the battlefield or in the hospital, but
in the homely and unromantic task of
remaining at home and fitting them
selves for the colossal problems o f the
future. More than ever they relaize the
need of sincerity, o f being square with
themselves as well as with their fellow
men, the need o f doing their bit and of
scorning the policy o f “ getting by.” A
year ago the phrase would have caused
them to smile perhaps, and would have
given them no twinges o f conscience.
Now the upperclassmen feels it his duty
to do his best. He feels that he owes
that much to the “ fellows who have
gone,” to his University, to his state, to
his nation and more than all to himself.
A consciousness o f the part that fraud,
bluff, insincerity and indifference have
played in bringing about the struggle
which is raging overseas makes him see
the necessity of dedicating his future to
conscientious endeavor in whatever field
he may find himself,
The necessity o f being true to one’s
ideals is recognized by the upperclass
men. The greater necessity o f having
ideals to be true to is felt by them to be
even more important. They realize that
without ideals their lives will be failures.
The gross mistake o f becoming material
istic is one that they w ill avoid at all
costs with the example of war maddened
Europe before them, maddened by the
grasping greed of a nation without ideals,
a nation that never looks toward the
stars.
This gradual growth of ideals among
the upperclassmen has not been kept pace
with among the underclassmen. They
have no!t been in the University long
enough to know what their college means
to them. In too many cases they regard
it as the medium through which to have
an hilarious time. They are not bound
as yet by the traditions that little by lit
tle will creep into their spirits until they
too, feel that the ties binding them to
the University are most sacred and to be
cherished. As yet few o f the underclass
men know loneliness for the absent col
lege chum.
Fear o f ideals'is the greatest weakness
o f the average college freshman. He is
afraid to show that he has them. I f he
has them he keeps them carefully hidden
under a carfeully cultivated artificiality.
He apes the upperclassmen, missing the
motive that' actuates them. He attempts
to be blase and sophisticated many times,
or he may be merely irresponsible, assum
ing no more responsibility than the high
school freshman.
Good grades may be good things to
strive f o r .. However, the honor roll may
too often be a representation o f the “ Ye
that have eyes and see n ot” spirit. Aims,
enthusiasm, sincerity and ideals should
be what it represents; good work for a
good purpose; a means to an end,
and that end something more than
the mere ability to repeat “ what the
books says” ; understanding and purpose;
sympathy, loyalty and above all else gen
uineness, and the building up o f proper
ideals are needed now as never before,
are absolutely requisite to the keeping to
gether of the universe, the decay o f which
has caused the present chaos and without
which there can be no future.

imbued with the old Montana spirit and
the old students say, “ The old bunch is
gone and things are not the same, so
what’s the use?”
What is the use, students? A living
body needs no spirit. Y ou can slumber
through your college years here. You
can leave a legacy o f slumber for your
coming college men and women. Your
faculty is paid to make a University for
you. Let them. That is their business.
On the other hand, students, if you be
lieve that this is your University, your
Alma Mater awake. Take part in your
glorious work here. Gain the heights
where you are not kindergarten children
playing with “ safe” colored sticks kind
ly presented you by your instructors. Se
cure your own tools and hew your own
destinies. Leave a legacy of loyalty and
achievement for the men and women of
the University of Montana of the future.
Take up your duties here and prepare
for citizenship in this state and for the
larger citizenship o f the world.
Remember the yell which calls to serv
ice and to work.
“ Fight, Montana,
fight. ’ ’
Remember the traditional slogan which
as members o f this body politic you are
pledged to help achieve. “ The Univer
sity of Montana— it must prosper.”

Why the Church, Anyway?
The general wail which ascends into
the places o f the most high and brings
forth remonstrances from the clergy and
exostulations from the Ladies’ A id soci
eties that students lose their religion
when they go to college and that thoughts
o f the world, the flesh and the devil—
and atheism— are implanted in their
minds so that the God of their fathers
becomes a mere memory over which they
smile or sneer with sophisticated wisdom
at the simplicity o f their parents and of
them for having ever believed in such an
antidiluvian fallacy as a divine creator
has reached proportions o f such size as
to demand the attention, however unwil
lingly, o f the faculty and the student
body alike.
The most common cause for this sudden
lapse from grace is usually ascribed to
the study of biology. Here it is affirmed
that students are taught that man sprang
from monkey— those who affirm this
seem to have sprung backwards from the
from monkey— and are told that the belief
that man was created from G od’s imag
ination with the aid of dust is bosh. These
discerning persons fail to grasp the idea
that students may after leaving an en
vironment o f conservative superstition
engender thoughts o f their own reason
ing. The refusal to believe those things
which from childhood students have been
taught to believe as true should not
brand them as infidels.
Religion is the relation between the
individual and some force which he in
stinctively feels to be superior to his own
will. W ho shall say what form that
force shall take? W e pride ourselves on
religious freedom and toleration and by
that we mean religious freedom and tol
eration as far as it concurs with our own
beliefs. The orthodox retainers of the
church fail to concede any more religious
freedom to those whom they declare un
orthodox than did the Romans grant the
early Christians.
True they no longer burn them at the
stake, but they stamp out the sparks of
heresy in all but the most courageous by
social ostracism and moral persecution.
The individual who dares to differ from
the crowd, who dares to strike across
the unexplored stretches, is condenmed as
pernicious or dangerous. The individual
who dares to conceive a religion at va
riance with the religion of the recognized
church is hailed as a fanatic who would
destroy the best there is in religion.
W e declare each man is free to think
for himself and that no one should come
between a man and his God and yet how

many of us practice this declaration. Th
pioneer in any field is pronounced insani
a menace to society, the destroyer o f ii
stitutions. All progress is impeded by th
mob who fails to see into the future bi
clings to the established ideals of th
past. The student who thinks seriousl
and deeply enough on religion to diss
gree with the generally accepted belie!
o f the church has advanced farther tha
the student who performs his devotioi
to his particular style o f religion becaus
from infancy he has been taught to do s
and it has now become a habit.
The various phases of college life, onl
one of which we have mentioned, whic
are accused o f being snares for the foo
steps o f the youth who leaves the sal
sheep fold o f his home parish to see
knowledge in the wild places o f the work
the universities, are merely outward sigr
that man is progressing, that humanit
is advancing. These outward phases ai
not the real causes o f the student’s ehang
in ideals. They merely point the way 1
new realms o f thought and from thoa
realms o f thought the students who thin
must produce new ideals.
Shall we have religious toleration c
shall we have religious persecutior
Shall we blame the professors and tl
courses for the change o f ideals o f sti
dents? Shall we judge between a ma
and the God he believed in whatever l
the form of that God? W ho shall sa
which God is the true God? Whose ides
a,re better than another’s? W hy tl
church anyway if it is to be made by me
and imposed on other men? Let eac
man create his own “ according to tl
light given him.”

Do You Cut Dates?
Do You Cut Classes ?
Do You Cut the Campus?

To the first two questions every on
will surely answer “ n o.” W e do not ci
dates for fe a t o f being socially ostracize
— we do not cut classes for fear of the ii
evitable “ D ” — but we do cut the campi
— hot once, but many times. One secon
before time for the last bell, the matte
o f cutting across the oval, seems a ver
trivial one— and we think no one wi
mind if we cut, “ just this once.” Pei
haps no one does care— perhaps no on
even sees you, or doesn’t notice what yo
are doing if he does see you. This ma
all be true— and yet, does it allay in an
way, the real effects of your cutting
Habit is a mighty strong factor in manand soon you will be cutting again, an
again, sometimes when you aren’t eve
in a hurry— and then with the thrivin
o f this same habit will also grow the siz
and effect o f that little path you are mat
ing bigger and deeper every time yo'
walk on it. True, this doesn’t hurt, ii
any way, the frozen ground upon whici
it is being made— but habit doesn’t dis
appear with the thawing o f the groundand with the first appearance o f th
green grass will come the little path
which will soon develop into ugly, bar
demarcations criss-crossing the green o
the oval. The University is ours, for bet
ter or for worse— so let us make it for bet
ter and not for worse. Men have given th
best part o f their lives for the advance
ment and betterment o f this school— muc!
work and thought has been put upoi
maintaining the beauty o f the campus—
and yet, we, as men and women, havi
ndt sufficient pride in it to do our bit b;
taking a few extra steps in going aroun<
on the Walk. I f we cannot assume th
responsibility of grown men and women
some outside force must be applied— am
this can come only from the standards o
the school. The standard established b;
student opinion, must then be so raise<
that the careless student will be afrai(
of its judgment when he is tempted ti
“ cut just this once” just as fear of i
higher force keeps him cutting dates, an<
from cutting classes.

